Abstract
Introduction
The need for large formal proofs has lead to the general agreement that provers should be interactive and free the user from routine tasks, including simple inductive proofs, the problem investigated in this paper. Four main solutions have been explored for semi-automating induction: the generalization of Knuth-Bendix completion techniques [12] ; the integration of cooperating decision procedures, among which advanced model-checking methods, as done in PVS [15] ; the use of sophisticated heuristics for guiding the search, as in NQTHM or RRL [5, 16] ; the definition of powerful simplification rules allowing for mutual induction, available in SPIKE [4] . All these provers take advantage of modern programming technology, in which the use of abstract data types has become common place. Completion methods can hardly be guided, hence they rarely terminate. The other methods need a lot of interaction with the user even for simple proofs. On the other hand, they usually require that constructors are free and functions are completely defined. SPIKE improves over the others by computing particular induction schemas tailored to the problem at hand in order to trigger the induction proof, while using a complete refutation principle adapted from implicit induction techniques. As a result, it requires less interaction than other provers, as exemplified by the proof of the Gilbreath card trick [4] . An ad'hoc computation of the induction schema is sometimes available in case of non-free constructors with limited practical success.
The present paper relaxes these assumptions considerably by taking advantage of recent advances on the axiomatization of finite trees and their rational subsets [9] . First of all, our logic is a Horn logic of equality and unary membership predicates x : s, where s is a sort. Besides being more expressive than mere equational logic, allowing in particular an elegant treatment of partial functions [3] , we argue that this setting is necessary for dealing with nonfree constructors. When constructors have to satisfy equations like P(S(x)) = x for integers, then the set of ground constructor terms in normal form can be recognized by a finite bottom-up tree automaton [8] . This automaton can then be turned into a specification, in which the constructors become free on new subsorts associated with the states of the automaton, for example, P becomes free on the subsort of negative integers. Of course, one may argue that the user could provide with the specification associated with the normal form automaton. Besides being non-natural in many cases, this is not always possible. Data structures like graphs or bags are inherently non-free, and require further developments of our technique based on work by Lugiez and Moysset [14] , which are briefly sketched in conclusion.
The main novelty of our method is the use of the normal form automaton associated with the subspecification of constructors in order to transform a conjecture clause into new clauses whose all terms inhabit free sorts. The computation of the automaton constitutes the first step of our method. In the second step, cover sorts and test sets are generated, which describe the initial model of the specification by means of formulae in the logic operating on free sorts. Induction positions are also computed, which allow to decide on which variables of a clause induction should apply. In the third, memberships of variables to a non-free sort s are replaced by memberships to subsorts belonging to a cover sort of s. In the fourth, ground reducible terms, including terms headed by defined symbols, are eliminated by appropriately instantiating the variables at induction positions by expressions in the corresponding test set, and simplifying the result according to the rewrite rules defining these symbols and to the induction hypotheses. The goal of the last step is to process constructor clauses whose all terms belong to free sorts. The validity of such clauses in the initial model is obtained by applying the (non-trivial) decision procedure due to Comon and Delor [9] . Termination of the transformation process may be achieved if necessary by incorporating appropriate lemmas at step 4.
Our method shares with [4, 2] the property of being refutationally complete. This advantage over other methods should not be underestimated: practice shows that code is usually buggy, and therefore many theorems expected to hold do not. The generation of a counterexample can be built in the inference mechanism, hence avoiding any further enumeration. Our method can also be adapted for checking the completeness of definitions in the case of nonfree constructors, and generates proof obligations passed over to the inductive prover. Finally, we argue in conclusion that our approach has an important potential for further extensions, including partial functions and parameterized specifications, which are treated in [3] , and associative commutative constructors, which is part of our current investigations.
Missing notations, definitions and proofs can be found in the full version of the paper available on the Web.
Language
Our language is a many-sorted first-order language whose only predicates are an infix equality, denoted by = , and countably many unary membership predicates, denoted by : s for some s in a countable set [3] . These predicates allow us to state two kinds of Horn clauses, conditional equations whose head is an equality atom, and conditional memberships, whose head is a membership atom. At the operational level, these Horn clauses will be considered as rewrite rules or membership rules.
Many-Sorted Signature
A many-sorted signature is made of: (i) a finite set K of kinds; (ii) a denumerable set of variables X = ] K2K X K , whose subsets are pairwise disjoint; and (iii) a set F of function symbols disjoint from X, such that each function symbol is equipped with an arity n 2 IN, n input kinds K 1 ; : : :; K n , and an output kind K. Let 
Axioms
We assume that each kind K 2 K is a well-founded set of elements called sorts, with respect to the subsort ordering K . The need for kinds and sorts is justified in [3] . The signature comes in two parts, a set of constructors C, and a set of defined symbols D along with a rewrite ordering , that is an ordering on terms which is monotonic with respect to contexts and substitutions [10] . We use T (C; X) and T (D; X) for the respective sets of terms. s; K; U will denote respectively lists of sorts, kinds and terms.
Constructors
The 
We assume that each order-sorted constructor term inhabits a (non-necessarily unique) sort, which is minimal when all its variables inhabit minimal sorts. In our terminology, a term will be either a many-sorted term whose variables range over kinds, or an order-sorted term whose variables inhabit sorts of the appropriate kinds.
Defined Symbols
Given f 2 D K!K , the axioms defining f are order-sorted conditional rewrite rules of the form: f(L) ! R if U : s^V = W satisfying a reductivity condition [11] :
(i) f(L) and R are of the same kind, To each non-left linear rule L ! R if P, we associate its linearized version L 0 ! R 0 if P 0^P 00 , such that L 0 is linear, L = L 0 for some renaming , R = R 0 , P = P 0 , and x = y 2 P 00 for each pair (x; y) of variables of Var(L 0 )
such that x = y .
The kind of an arbitrary term can now be computed by a new automaton A obtained by adding to the previous au-
There are no membership rules for defined symbols (without loss of generality [3] ), hence terms involving a defined symbol inhabit a kind, although some of their strict constructor subterms may inhabit a sort. We use the notation (T; ?) : A s for inhabitation, or simply T : A s, assuming ?.
Order-Sorted Rewriting
We now introduce rewriting order-sorted terms with rules in R = R C R D . Definition 1 Given an order-sorted term (T; fx : sg), the order-sorted substitution = fx 1 We therefore also assume that the rules in R C define unique computable normal forms, ensuring that ! RC is decidable. In practice, the rules will be checked for termination by using appropriate orderings, and for confluence by computing critical pairs. Note that the termination arguments for the rules in R D and R C may be different: nothing prevents the whole set of rules to be non-terminating.
Kaplan's Specification of Integers
An adaptation of Kaplan's specification of integers [13] is shown in Figure 1 , together with its corresponding automaton in Figure 2 . It is paradigmatic in many respects:
it has non-free constructors, defined symbols, and the rules make essential use of Horn clauses for giving the semantics of the defined symbols. Unlike Kaplan's original unsorted specification, our adaptation has sorts and subsorts in order to illustrate the various aspects of our approach. We use cop, dop, mr, rr as key words for respectively constructor, defined operator, membership and rewrite rule. 
Computation of Induction Schemas
Now come the ingredients needed to compute an induction schema for a given specification. In the example of Figure 1 , (S(x); fx : Natg) is ground irreducible, (x < y; fx : Int; y : Intg) is ground reducible as proved in Figure 6 , and Nat is a free sort. Int has no cover sort, Nat has itself as a trivial cover sort. In Figure 4,  fZero; Neg; Posg is a cover sort of Int. 3
Definition 3 A term (T; ?) is
By definition, cover sets contain only ground irreducible terms, and we will see how important it is in the examples. This is not a standard assumption: RRL accepts cover sets containing defined symbols [16] . A trivial cover set of Nat is f(x; fx : Natg)g.
Lemma 6 Given a free sort s, a maximal subset, irredundant with respect to subsumption, of the set of non-variable linear order-sorted terms of depth at most one inhabiting s, is a cover set of s denoted by CS(s).
For the example of Figure  4 , CS(Nat) = f(0; ;); (S(x); fx : Natg)g.
A main idea in our inference systems to come is to eliminate ground reducible terms by narrowing them, that is, instantiating them first before to apply a simplification which happens if the elements in CS have an additional property.
Definition 7 A term (T; ?) is strongly reducible if (i) (T; ?)
is reducible or (ii) the formula P 1 1 _ : : : _ P n n is an inductive theorem of R, where fL i ! R i if P i g i2 3
We now elaborate an algorithm for computing test sets.
Given a non-empty set of rules R, let D(R) be the maximum non-variable depth of the left-hand sides of rules in R. and Pos are f(P(0); ;); (P (x); fx : Negg)g, f(0; ;)g, and f(S(0); ;); (S(x); fx : Posg)g.
Complete Specifications
We now investigate a main property of specifications, completeness of definitions. The idea is that any term should return a result built upon constructor symbols, together with its sort when evaluated. Algorithms found in the literature assume either that constructors are free [1] or that rules for defined symbols are unconditional [12] . We assume instead a complete specification coming in two parts: a complete specification of constructor symbols C, and a complete specification of defined symbols D, which we proceed to define.
Complete Specifications of Constructor Symbols
Constructor symbols may be free for some sorts, and completely defined in all other cases. For example, S is free on Zero Pos and defined on Neg. Complete specifications of constructors correspond to complete tree automata in which all sorts possess a cover sort. The automaton describes which ground terms are in normal form, and which are reducible. We will denote by A C the automaton associated with the specification of constructors. For example, S(x) is in normal form when x inhabits Pos or Zero, and ground reducible when x inhabits Neg. 
Theorem 11 ([8]) It is decidable whether a specification of constructors is complete.
The decision procedure for ground reducibility can actually do a lot more than simply checking the above property: it is possible to transform an arbitrary specification of constructors whose rules are left-linear into a complete one. This is done by computing and cleaning the automaton describing the set of ground terms in normal forms, and hence is simply exponential under our left-linearity assumption. The algorithm is quite fast when the rules are small. 
Complete Specifications of Defined Symbols
Ground reducibility is undecidable in presence of conditional rules. We define a complete test by computing pattern trees for the defined symbols. A pattern tree for f 2 D K!K at sort s 2 K is a tree whose nodes are labelled by patterns, whose root is
Inference Rules for Completeness
Our algorithm for completeness is presented in Figure 3 as a set of inference rules operating on (P; IL), where P is a set of patterns labelling the leaves of the tree constructed so far and IL is its set of strongly irreducible leaves.
Success applies when the sets P and IL are empty. We can then conclude that all leaves in the pattern tree are strongly reducible. Missing Patterns applies when the set P is empty, but IL is not. In this case, the user is prompted to complete the specification of f at the patterns in IL. 
Kaplan's Complete Specification of Integers
The automaton of Figure 4 can be automatically obtained from Kaplan's subspecification of constructors given at Figure 1 . The corresponding complete specification of constructors is given at Figure 5 . The rules for constructors appear unchanged, although we could specialize them automatically by changing the condition x : Int in x : Pos, x : Zero and x : Neg respectively. The induction inference rules will perform these transformations implicitly when and if needed.
The pattern tree of < is given at Figure 6 , its root is displayed first, and each level of the tree is indented to ease the reading. Nodes are split according to the cover sort fNat; Negg of Int, and the cover sets f(0; ;); (S(x); x : Nat)g for Nat andf(P (0); ;); (P (x); x : Neg)g for Neg.
With each leaf comes a comment indicating whether it is strongly reducible by case (i) or (ii). One leaf is strongly 
Inductive proofs
In this section, we develop a goal-directed inductive theorem proving procedure in the lines of [4, 2] . The inference system builds inductive proofs by instantiating induction variables of a goal by terms in a test set, and then simpli- We start describing the two kinds of simplification rules that we use for defined symbols, inductive simplification and rewrite splitting.
Inductive simplification simplifies goals with axioms as well as instances of the induction hypotheses, provided they are smaller than the goal. The underlying induction principle is based on a well-founded ordering used to order clauses, hence is more powerful than structural induction as used in most other methods. (x < y; fx; y : Intg) (x < y; fx : Nat; y : Intg) (0 < y; fy : Intg) (0 < y; fy : Natg) (0 < 0; ;) case (i) (0 < S(y); fy : Natg)case (i) (0 < y; fy : Negg) (0 < P(0); ;) case (i) (0 < P(y); fy : Negg) case (ii) (S(x) < y; fx : Nat; y : Intg) case (i) (x < y; fx : Neg; y : Intg) (P (0) < y; fy : Intg) case (i) (P (x) < y; fx : Neg; y : Intg) case (i) Figure 6 . Pattern tree of < order to show that all cases are covered, which is true when the specification is complete, making this check superfluous in this case. The inference system is displayed in Figures 8 and 9 .
Definition 14 The complexity of a clause C is the multiset of the complexities of the atoms occurring in C,
Its rules apply to pairs (E; H), where E is the set of current conjectures and H is the set of inductive hypotheses.
The Decompose Sort rules non-deterministically replace every non-free sort s in a membership x : s by sorts in a cover sort of s. The Narrowing rules eliminate ground reducible terms in a clause by simplifying their instances by test substitutions, while deriving new conjectures considered as subgoals. Simplify reduces a conjecture according to the rules shown in Figure 7 . Subsume is an additional simplification rule, which cannot be used as the other rules ? iff this formula is not valid in the initial algebra associated with the free sorts [9] , by using yet another rewrite relation ) CD . In our method, a false conjecture will always be rejected by Disproof thanks to the above rules operating in non-deterministic polynomial time for the considered fragment.
Soundness and Completeness
Definition 15 We call derivation a sequence of inference steps generated by a pair of the form (E 0 ; ;), using the inference rules in I, written (E 0 ; ;)`I (E 1 ; H 1 )`I (E n ; H n )`I . We say that a derivation is fair if the set of persistent clauses ( i \ j i E j ) is empty or f?g. The derivation is said to be a disproof in the latter case, and a success in the former.
3
Finite success is obtained when the set of conjectures to be proved is exhausted. Infinite success is obtained when the procedure diverges, assuming fairness. When this happens, the clue is to guess some lemmas which are used to subsume or simplify the generated infinite family of subgoals, therefore stopping the divergence. This is possible in our approach, since lemmas (proved beforehand) can be easily used in the same way as axioms are.
Decompose Sort Pos:
(E fC _ x : sg; H) ( The proof follows [4] , showing that a minimal counterexample clause is preserved along a fair derivation when one exists. We obtain as a corollary that all fair derivations originating from (E 0 ; ;) end up in (?; H) iff R 6 j = Ind E 0 .
The algorithm for completeness uses an oracle for deciding inductive consequences. Hence, it seems that we cannot use our induction inference rules for approximating this oracle. This is not the case, though, since completeness is only needed for refutational completeness. Our procedure for checking inductive conjectures is still sound. Of course, in case the conjecture to be checked is not valid, there is no guarantee anymore that the procedure will ever find it. But divergence is precluded in this case, since divergence implies the validity of the inductive conjectures. The user may not necessarily get a counterexample for completeness of her or his definitions, but only a strong warning.
Simplify:
(E fCg; H) ( if no other rule applies to the clause C Figure 9 . I : Induction Inference Rules Cont.
Kaplan's Specification Again
To facilitate the understanding of our comments, we will call an instance (of a clause C), a clause obtained by instantiating C by a test substitution associated to some (well chosen) subset of the induction variables of C, and subgoal, the clause obtained from an instance by one simplification step, following precisely the definition of inductive narrowing.
We will use the following test sets: f(P(0); ;); (P (x); fx : Negg)g for Neg and f(0; ;); (S(x); fx : Natg)g for Nat.
We first input to our inference system I the inductive conjecture generated at resulting in a success. Inductive Narrowing yields two instances, 0 < P(0) = false simplified into the clause false = false, and 0 < P(x) = false if x : Neg simplified into false = false if x : Neg, since 0 < P(
?! RD f0<x=false if x:Negg false. Note that the clause 0 < x = false if x : Neg is smaller than the instantiated clause 0 < P(x) = false if x : Neg in our clause ordering. Next comes an interesting non-trivial example, transitivity of the ordering on integers. Three lemmas are needed for the main proof:
(1) (fx < y = true if x : Neg; y : Nat; (2) x < y = false if x : Nat; y : Neg; (3) x < 0 = false if x : Natg; ;) Inductive Narrowing (f0 < S(y) = true if y : Nat; x < S(y) = true if x : Neg; y : Nat; x < y = false if x : Nat; y : Neg;
x < 0 = false if x : Natg; fx < y = true if x : Neg; y : Natg) Subsume (fx < y = false if x : Nat; y : Neg; x < 0 = false if x : Natg; fx < y = true if x : Neg; y : Natg)
Inductive Narrowing (ffalse = false; false = false if y : Neg; x < P(P(0)) = false if x : Nat; x < P(P(y)) = false if x : Nat; y : Neg;
x < 0 = false if x : Natg; fx < y = true if x : Nat; y : Neg;
x < y = false if x : Neg; y : Natg)
Tautology` Subsume (fx < 0 = false if x : Natg; fx < y = true if x : Nat; y : Neg;
Inductive Narrowing (ffalse = false; x < P(0) = false if x : Natg; fx < 0 = false if x : Nat;
x < y = true if x : Nat; y : Neg; x < y = false if x : Neg; y : Natg)
Tautology`Subsume (;; fx < 0 = false if x : Nat;
Applied first to the variable x of Conjecture (1), Inductive Narrowing yields two instances simplified by the axiom P(x) < y ! x < S(y) into subgoals which are immediately subsumed, the first by the axiom 0 < S(x) ! true if x : Nat, the second by Conjecture (1) which has become an induction hypothesis. Applied then to the variables x and y of Conjecture (2), Inductive Narrowing yields 4 instances simplified by the axioms to obtain 4 subgoals: 2 tautologies and 2 clauses subsumed by Conjecture (2) used as an induction hypothesis. Applying now Inductive narrowing to the variable x of Conjecture (3), the first obtained instance is simplified by the axiom 0 < 0 = false into a tautology; the second yields a subgoal subsumed by Conjecture (2). We proceed with the main proof:
(fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Intg; ;)
Decompose Sort Neg (fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Nat; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; z : Nat; y : Neg; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y : Nat; z : Neg; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x : Neg; y; z : Nat; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x : Nat; y; z : Neg; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; z : Neg; y : Nat; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y : Neg; z : Nat; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Negg; ;) Subsume (fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Nat; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Negg; ;) Inductive Narrowing` Simplify (ffalse = false; false = false; false = true; : : :;
x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Nat; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Negg; fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Natg)
Tautology` Subsume (fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Negg; fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Natg)
Inductive Narrowing` Simplify (ffalse = false; false = false; false = true; : : :; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Negg; fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Neg; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Natg)
Tautology` Subsume (;; fx < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Neg; x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Natg)
The key to this example is the use first of the rule Decompose Sort Neg with (Neg; Nat) as a cover sort of Int.
Then, we obtain 8 subgoals to be proved, all of which but the first and the last are subsumed by Lemmas (1) and (2) .
Applying now Inductive Narrowing to all variables of the subgoal x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Nat results in 8 instances, of which 7 are simplified by the axiom 0 < 0 = false and Lemma (3) to obtain tautologies. The last instance S(x) < S(y) = false; S(y) < S(z) = false; S(x) < S(z) = true if x; y; z : Nat is simplified by the rule S(x) < y ! x < P(y) if x; y : Int as part of Inductive Narrowing before to be simplified again by Simplify using the rule P(S(x)) ! x if x : Int, yielding a renaming of the initial clause. In the meantime, the initial clause has become an induction hypothesis, hence Subsume applies to the clause obtained at the previous step using the induction hypothesis.
Applying Inductive Narrowing to all variables of the clause x < y = false; y < z = false; x < z = true if x; y; z : Neg, then Simplify, all clauses are subsumed or become tautologies, ending the whole proof.
Note that this success relies on the use of (Neg; Nat) as a cover sort of Int. Using instead the cover sort (Neg; Zero; Pos) would only make the proof more complex. This example cannot be fed to any prover like RRL or NQTHM, since they do not allow for relations among constructors. SPIKE accepts relations among constructors, in which case refutational completeness is not ensured. In this case, SPIKE will compute a test set for Int, namely f(0; ;); (S(0); ;); (P (0); ;);(S(S(x)); fx : Intg); (P (P (x)); fx : Intg)g, with which we were not able to find a proof. A strongly interactive proof was found using PVS, starting from a modified specification in which the subsorts Pos and Neg were given a priori, and the axioms were stated using these subsorts. Our last example shows a refutation: The counterexample is obtained by applying Comon Delor to the clause y : Pos; :(true = true) if y : Nat. In the current format [9] , these rules return ?. It would be easy to adapt them in order to return the value y = 0 invalidating the clause. To reconstruct the value x = S(0) invalidating the starting clause is then routine.
There are many provers or theorem proving techniques that are aimed at automating inductive reasoning. The originality of our method lies in its use of automata theoretic techniques on one hand, and in the use of the result of Comon and Delor on the other hand. Both ideas together allowed us to solve a difficult and important problem, automating induction techniques with non-free constructors.
In [8] , Comon suggests to use automata for inductive theorem proving. He sketches an inductive completion method, in which the specification is transformed by using the automaton A C . In particular, the rules in R C and R D are transformed in new rules, resulting in an exponential blow up as well as in doubts about the applicability of this method. In contrast, our method avoids this blow-up by exploiting directly the rules given by the user.
Cover sets, test sets, induction variables, ground reducibility, ground irreducibility and related notions have been used for more than a decade in all inductive theorem proving methods. Our own contribution here is the notion of a cover sort, which appears to be the key for dealing with non-free constructors. And indeed, we know of very few attempts for proving theorems when constructors are not free, unless via the use of algorithms for decidable theories as in PVS, or by inductive completion methods [12] .
Most induction techniques do not claim refutational completeness, which we believe to be an important weakness of these techniques. This advantage of our approach over other methods should not be underestimated: practice shows that code is usually buggy, and therefore many theorems expected to hold do not. Besides, the generation of a counterexample is built in the inference mechanism, hence avoiding any further enumeration. To our knowledge, there is no other refutationally complete method in presence of non-free constructors, with the exception of inductive completion methods which have other drawbacks.
Sufficient completeness is an important property per se. Again, our method is the only one we know to prove this property in presence of non-free constructors and conditional rules.
Extensions
The present paper is the start of a systematic study of inductive theorem proving using tree automata techniques. We believe that we can go far beyond the present state of affairs by adopting this view. Our definition of a complete specification of constructors is a direct translation of the structural properties of the automaton recognizing the set of irreducible ground constructor terms. For each class of rewrite systems for which such an automaton exists, a corresponding notion of a complete specification can be derived. This is the case when the rules in R C are non-left linear, in which case the automaton is of a slightly more general kind, the transitions being subjected to equality/disequality constraints [6] . As a consequence, the membership rules for the constructors will contain equalities and even disequalities in their body. However, we can still consider that this clauses are Horn, since the constructor specification is convergent, hence equality, and therefore disequality is decidable and can be encoded as Boolean functions. These automata with equality/disequality constraints can represent as well conditional membership rules of the form c(x) : s if x : s^y = S^z 6 = T, in which x : s^y = S^z 6 = T is a "solved-form" in the sense of [9] .
Our framework can remain unchanged, provided the notion of test set can be generalized to this case. Indeed, test sets are meant to finitely describe infinite sets of ground terms in normal form, via substitutions. But we were indeed already forced to consider patterns (T; ?) instead of terms, that is, terms in an environment assigning sorts to the variables of the terms. We will therefore simply need to generalize our notion of pattern, by including in the environment ? the information collected from the automaton that the variables cannot take arbitrary values, but are instead subjected to satisfy equality/disequality constraints.
Another important case is when the constructors satisfy equations among associativity (A), commutativity (C), identity (I) and idempotency (Z). The conditions under which a constructor may satisfy such axioms express the existence of the associated kind of automaton [14] :
(i) A, I and Z always come along with C,
(ii) these equations hold for a binary constructor c at a sort where c is free. This assumes that, in this case, the sorts on which the constructor c is free are given beforehand.
(iii) non-linear variables may not appear in left-hand sides immediately below an AC constructor.
Generalizing our technique for proving completeness to this case is currently under investigation. Generalizing the work of Comon and Delor to this case, or equivalently adding membership predicates for free sorts to the work of Lugiez and Moysset should be feasible again, due to the automata-theoretic framework. The case of non-linearities in left-hand sides of constructor rules may raise some difficulties, since the transitions in the automaton need in this case to be labelled by constraints expressed in a fragment of Presburger arithmetic. Examples dealing with multisets or graphs need such constrained memberships.
Our work can actually be seen as building in the decidable theory of trees and their rational subsets via the result of Comon and Delor, which suggests to consider other decidable theories using tree automata techniques. The automata-theoretic framework is not important per se, but is rather a way to decide satisfaction of a class of formulae expressible in some constraint language. We can therefore think of going one step further by taking in first place a constraint language interpreted in some Herbrand universe. But again, there are many interesting constraint languages like for example linear arithmetic that operate on quite different domains, and there is no "a priori" reason to reject them. Our approach has indeed the potential to integrate smoothly such domains provided the above notions of induction variable and test sets can be defined. We can therefore think of our method as a general uniform way of integrating decision procedures in inductive theorem proving. To make this statement precise will be one of our coming preoccupations.
Finally, we like to raise the question of parameterized specifications, which is addressed in [3] in the same manner as here. The idea is that a proof reduces, via a slightly richer set of inference rules, to proofs among ground irreducible constructor terms which can be processed by the technique of Comon and Delor, and to proofs in the parameter theory, which can be processed by an adequate, possibly interactive, theorem prover. Note that this allows a variety of choices for the semantics of the parameter part of the specification, and for the prover for that part.
Conclusion
Besides having solved a difficult and important problem, automating test set induction techniques with non-free constructors, we have opened new doors by linking these techniques with tree-automata theory and more generally constraint languages. This should lead to a renewed interest in both areas, since much work is still needed to solve in detail all questions that we have raised in the previous section.
An important step now is to implement these new techniques, which we plan to do as part of the SPIKE effort. We want to point out that our automata-based technique should be at least as efficient as are the current techniques, since the algorithms to be used have been studied very carefully in the recent years. We also plan to use these techniques to validate complex parameterized specifications written in MAUDE, a language developed at SRI by José Meseguer and his collaborators [7] , for which theorem proving tools based on the present work will be developed.
Finally, we want to point out that our method seems to yield very natural proofs. Trying the transitivity example by hand, we came up with about the same proof as the one given in section 5.2. Outputting readable proofs is an important matter, not only for the philosopher: if proofs are to become an engineering activity one day, their certification will require them to be readable. To this end, the clausal format of the inductive conjectures is a clear obstacle. But the algorithm by Comon and Delor operates on arbitrary formulae by eliminating quantifiers. This suggests recasting our inference rules in order to use the full power of this algorithm.
